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Part I:

Introduction

The 2013 survey
In January 2013, we released results from our inaugural
survey, The Photographer’s Outlook on 2013. We surveyed
thousands of photographers worldwide from the greater
PhotoShelter community to get a sense of their business
goals and challenges, plus any changes they were planning to make heading into 2013. What did we learn?
Photographers were ready to make 2013 their best year
yet. They felt optimistic about their business prospects
and wanted to dedicate real time and resources to producing more revenue and finding new clients.
For the full results from last year, plus additional business tips and resources, check out our free downloadable
guide, The Photographer’s Outlook on 2013.

The 2014 Survey
This year, we decided to take a different approach to
the survey and dive into the minds of enthusiasts and
pros alike. Why? Chalk it up to blurred lines. In a world
where pro-level gear and photographic education is
readily accessible by the masses, it can be difficult to
tell whether an image has been made by someone who
makes their full income from photography versus someone who spends their free time doing it. In other words,
just about anyone with high quality gear and dedication
to learning the craft can produce pro-level images.
Equipment manufacturers have already recognized this
and are responding by increasingly releasing cameras
that have enthusiast/pro cross-over appeal (Sony’s A7
and Nikon’s Df for starters). And, hobbyists themselves
are increasingly realizing opportunities to make money
from their work, with many transitioning—or aspiring—to become full-time pros. Just take a look at the

young photographer, Rosie Hardy, whose work was
found by the band Maroon 5 on flickr and launched an
entire career for her.
With this in mind, The Photographer’s Outlook on 2014
takes a look at the perspectives of enthusiasts and professionals. How are they similar and different, what do
they aspire to do with their photography and how do
they approach making money from it. To distinguish
both groups, we have defined “enthusiasts” as those who
make less than 50% of their income from photography
(some of those we surveyed do not, in fact, make any
money from their photography nor aspire to do so).
Whereas their counterparts, the “pros”, make the majority of their income from creating and selling their work.

Key Takeaways:
Photo Enthusiasts vs.
Professionals
One key trend emerging from this year’s survey was that
most professionals and enthusiasts alike will invest time
and money in 2014 to improve their technical skills and
photo business knowledge, attend more industry events,
and spend more time marketing their work than before.
The takeaway? There is continued optimism among
photographers who are dedicated to growing their
skillset and making more money from their work. We
also learned that photo enthusiasts are driven in their
aspirations to earn money from their photography and
get their name out there.
Here are a few major learnings across both groups—
enthusiasts and professionals.
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Similarities:
>>96% of professionals and 95% of enthusiasts
pursue both primary and secondary photography
specialties.
>>Both professionals and enthusiasts ranked
portrait photography as their primary specialty.
>>Enthusiasts and professionals share a common
list of photographers who inspire them, including,
Scott Kelby, Steve McCurry, Ansel Adams, Peter
Hurley, Chase Jarvis and PhotoShelter members
Zack Arias and Joe McNally.
>>Both groups also said that finding new clients
is their biggest challenge and will focus most on
increasing their word-of-mouth referrals to help
improve their chances of getting hired this year.

Differences:
>>92% of professionals have a website dedicated
to showcasing their photography, whereas only
65% of enthusiasts do.

Survey Methodology
In November 2013, we sent The Photographer’s Outlook
on 2014 survey via email to the PhotoShelter community, which included users of our products, as well as
members of the photography community at large who
receive our monthly newsletter. 5,787 photographers
worldwide responded.

Who are the participants?
Of the 5,787 photographers, 69% of the participants are
male, 31% female, and 73% are located within the United States. The photographers surveyed self-identified as
full time photographers, part time photographers, hobbyists/enthusiasts and students.

Defining Enthusiasts vs.
Professional Photographers

Diving In
What follows are the full results from our second annual
survey, The Photographer’s Outlook on 2014, which sheds
light on the business goals, aspirations, and priorities
of photo enthusiasts and professional photographers in
2014. So, for pros reading this, check out what your colleagues are up to. For enthusiasts hoping to make more
money from your work, check out trends among your
peers and also photographers bringing in a majority of
revenue from their work.
Let’s get started with a look at the photography goals
and challenges enthusiasts expect this year.

To distinguish between enthusiasts and professionals,
we asked: Do you earn more than 50% of your income
from photography?

>>48% of professionals use Facebook as the
primary social network to market their
photography business, whereas 64% of
enthusiasts do.

For those who answered Yes, we asked a set of questions
geared toward professional photographers. For those who
answered No, we asked questions geared to those enthusiasts not managing a full scale photography business.

>>12% of professionals ranked documentary/
photojournalism as their top niche compared
to only 9% of enthusiasts.

For enthusiasts, those making less than 50% of their
income from photography, we asked specific questions
on how they intend to raise awareness about their photography, if they plan to invest their money to improve
their skills, the type of photography education they’ve
received, and if (and how) they’ve ever made money
through their work.

>>93% of professionals plan to make investments
to improve their photography skills in 2014,
compared to 79% of enthusiasts.

their website performance, plans to hire a photo consultant or photo assistant this year, tools they use to present
their work and conduct business, and more.

For the professionals, those making more than 50% of
their income from photography, we asked questions
about how they bring in revenue, how they measure
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Part ii:

Survey
Results: Photo
Enthusiasts

About the Enthusiasts
As a reminder, this group of photographers stated they
bring in less than 50% of their income from photography.
We’re using the term “enthusiast” to represent this segment as a whole. Among this group, we asked photographers to self-identify as hobbyists/enthusiasts, students,
or part time photographers. Here’s the breakdown:

Because these photographers do not earn a majority of
their income from photography, we asked: What other
profession/area of work do you pursue to bring income? Common responses included:

>>Caterer
>>Engineer
>>Film Editor
>>Graphic Designer
>>IT Manager
>>Musician
>>Photography Assistant
>>Photography Teacher
>>Public Relations Associate
>>Video and Audio Producer
>>Web Developer

The Photographer's Outlook on 2014
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To get a sense of how these enthusiasts learned photography, we also asked: Are you a
self-taught photographer or did you receive formal schooling? A large percentage
are self-taught. Here’s what they said:

III

Less popular primary specialties included: Sports (5%), travel (5%), wedding (4%),
events (4%), family/seniors (3%), lifestyle (2%), music (2%), still life/product (2%), stock
(2%), architecture/interiors (2%), adventure (1%), corporate/industrial (1%), fashion
(1%) food (0.5%), and pet photography (0.5%).

Secondary Specialties:

Enthusiasts

IV

Primary & Secondary Specialties
We asked enthusiasts to identify their primary and secondary photography specialties.
Niches like portrait photography, wildlife/nature, and landscape/cityscape photography
led the pack among both primary and secondary pursuits. We also learned that 95% of
enthusiasts have a secondary specialty (versus pursuing one niche alone). Take a look at
the breakdown of their top specialties:

Primary Specialties:

A note about clients: We asked enthusiasts to indicate their primary clients, if applicable. 30% said their primary clients were individual consumers (e.g. wedding clients or
collectors), followed by 11% who said they had done work for editorial clients. 20% of
enthusiasts indicated they don’t produce any work for clients.

The Photographer's Outlook on 2014
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Revenue

II

Although the photographers in this group don’t make a majority of their income from
their photography, many are reaching clients and bringing in revenue through both
print sales and commissioned assignments.

III

We first asked: Have you ever made money from your photography?

We asked: Do you aspire to earn the majority of your income from photography?

Enthusiasts

IV

Of those who said No, 53% said although they don’t aspire to earn a majority of their money
from photography, they do plan to earn more money from their work in 2014 than in 2013.
We then asked: What do you find most challenging about earning money from
your work? The top responses:
87% of those who said Yes, said they’ve made money both through selling prints and
commissioned assignments. 30% of those enthusiasts who have made money from their
photography also plan to invest between $1,000 - $5,000 in 2014 to improve their skills
and technique. The takeaway? Many enthusiasts are willing to spend real dollars to grow
their skills to potentially increase their chances to connect with clients and get hired.

The Photographer's Outlook on 2014
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Are enthusiasts dedicating time, energy and money to getting the word out about their
photography? Targeted marketing is essential to business success, but what role does
it play if photography is not a full-time business pursuit? Because 71% of enthusiasts
told us they do aspire to earn the majority of their income from their photography, we
wanted to know their plans to market their work and engage an audience this year.

We asked: Which social networks do you use to generate an audience for your work?
We encouraged participants to check all that apply.

We first asked: How do you plan to market your photography in 2014? We encouraged participants to check all that apply.

Enthusiasts

IV

Marketing

17% of enthusiasts said they don’t use social media at all to promote their work. We
also learned that, of the photographers who turn to Facebook, 16% (the largest group)
specialize primarily in portrait photography.

Marketing channels that come at a cost, including paid Facebook ads, print advertising,
and portfolio review events, ranked the lowest. Also, when we asked how much money
enthusiasts spent on marketing in 2013, 61% said between $0 - $1,000, which means
that a majority of this group rely on free services or inexpensive platforms like social
media networks and blogs to get the word out about their work.

Social Media Marketing
For those enthusiasts hoping to grow their reach online and gain exposure for their photography, social media networks are among the most common channels to help generate
excitement. So, which networks do enthusiasts use to get the word out?

The Photographer's Outlook on 2014
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Online channels like industry blogs, online classes, webinars, and e-books can help photographers brush up on their technique and grow their business knowledge, but what about
the powerful connections and learnings that can come out of face-to-face meetings at
workshops or in-person events? Do enthusiasts spend the time and money to participate?
			
We asked: In 2013, about how many workshops or industry events did you attend?

Also, although 43% of enthusiasts didn’t attend any photo industry events in 2013, 83%
said they plan to attend more in 2014. The takeaway? In 2014, enthusiasts are eager to
grow their photography skills and business knowledge by spending time and money to
learn from seasoned professionals.

Entering Photo Contests
There are hundreds, if not thousands, of photo competitions out there. (To see our take
on over 25 contests worldwide, check out The Photographer’s Guide to Photo Contests).
With so many to enter, we asked: Have you ever won an award for your photography?
Of the 38% who said Yes, we asked them to tell us which awards they took home. Here’s
a snapshot of some of the responses:

Enthusiasts

IV

Attending Industry Events

>>American Aperture Award
>>Audubon Nature Slide of the Year
>>Italia Magazine: Best Photo of the Year
>>National Geographic Photo of the Month
>>Nevada Press Photographer of the Year
>>Nikon Best of College Photography
>>PDN’s Great Outdoors Contest Winner
>>Student of the Year
A large percent of enthusiasts, 43%, didn’t invest any money or time to attend events in
2013, however, 50% did make it out to at least one. So for those who responded that they
had been to at least one event, we asked: List at least two photography-related events
that you attended this year. Here are a few common responses we saw across the board:
>>creativeLIVE

>>Palm Springs Photo Festival

>>Joe McNally Workshops

>>PhotoPlus Expo

>>Lindsay Adler Workshops

>>WPPI Conference + Expo

>>Look3

>>Photoville

>>Nikon Photography Seminars

>>Scott Kelby Trainings

Of the 38% of enthusiasts who have won an award from their photography, 72% also
have websites showcasing their photography and 94% have made money through their
work. In other words, these photographers are serious about their photography—and
have dedicated real effort to getting noticed online and off.

The Photographer's Outlook on 2014
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Enthusiasts

IV

Business Tools & Planning

Finding Business Tips & Inspiration

Those who want to pursue photography as a business are challenged to dedicate as much
time and resources to marketing, networking, and financial planning as they are to perfecting their craft. Creating a marketing plan, having a strong online presence, making
smart investments, and turning to reliable resources to advance business learnings are
all important to helping a photographer succeed. But how much of a role does business
planning and investments play for a photo enthusiast? Do they have plans this year to
create or advance their photography as a business?

To get a better sense of where enthusiasts go for information to improve their photo
business knowledge or technical skill set, we asked: Where do you typically turn
to learn more about business tips and technique? We encouraged participants to
check all that apply.

We asked: Do you plan to invest money to improve your photography skills in 2014?

Of the 79% that said Yes, we asked: How much money do you plan to spend in that
investment? Although there’s a sizeable number who won’t spend more than $1,000
in 2014 to improve their photography skills, 30% do plan to spend between $1,000 $5,000. Here’s the breakdown.

The Photographer's Outlook on 2014
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Enthusiasts

IV

With 58% of enthusiasts turning to photography blogs to learn more about photo business tips and technique, we asked photographers to give us a sample of the blogs they
read. Here are some top responses:

>>American Society of Media
Professionals (ASMP)

>>creativeLIVE
>>Digital Photography School
>>dpreview
>>Fstoppers

Websites

>>Petapixel

If you want to bring in a majority of your income from photography and attract clients
online, then a great website is important to showcasing your photography, your services,
and your brand. However, is a website that acts as a hub for clients to purchase prints or
sign up for a newsletter a must-have for photo enthusiasts?

>>PhotoShelter

We asked: Do you have a website dedicated to showcasing your photography?

>>Photoshop Insider by Scott Kelby
>>Popular Photography
>>Professional Photographers of
America (PPA)

>>Lens Blog

>>Rock the Shot

>>Light Stalking

>>Strobist

>>Nikon Rumors

>>SLR Lounge

>>PDN

>>The Luminous Landscape

In the same vein, we also asked: Which photographers do you follow for inspiration?
Top responses were:

>>Ansel Adams

>>Scott Kelby

>>Lindsay Adler

>>Frans Lanting

>>Zack Arias

>>Peter Lik

>>Sue Bryce

>>Steve McCurry

>>David duChemin

>>Joe McNally

>>David Hobby

>>Trey Ratcliff

>>Peter Hurley

>>Jasmine Star

>>Chase Jarvis

>>Art Wolfe

It’s no surprise that of the 65% of enthusiasts who do have a website to showcase their
work, 90% have also made money from their photography in the past. However, many
of these enthusiasts with websites are struggling to get their site noticed, as 32% said
getting found online would be one of their biggest challenges in 2014.
To follow up, of the 65% who said they have a website, we also asked: If you have multiple photography specialties, do you have separate websites for each?

>>Lara Jade
PhotoShelter member Joe McNally ranked as the #1 photographer enthusiasts look to
for inspiration.
The Photographer's Outlook on 2014
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For the 65% of enthusiasts who do have a website to showcase their photography,
updating a site to include new work or accolades can be important to attract a targeted
audience and increase exposure. Do enthusiasts who have an online presence regularly
edit their sites?
We first asked: Did you make changes to your website in 2013?

90% of those who plan to make to changes to their site in 2014 have also made money
from their photography in the past. 40% of this same group said that they plan to find
new clients in 2014 through Search Engine Optimization (SEO). These internet-centric photographers also plan to focus their marketing online this year, largely through
blogging and social media.
Now let’s take a look at the goals, challenges and trends among photo professionals
in 2014.

Enthusiasts

IV

Editing Your Website

We then asked: Do you plan to make changes to your website in 2014?

The Photographer's Outlook on 2014
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PART III

Survey
Results: Photo
Professionals

About the Professionals
For this survey, we defined professionals as those who
bring in more than 50% of their income from photography. We asked this group whether they identified as full
or part-time photographers. Here’s the breakdown:

For those working as freelance photographers, we
asked: If registered in the U.S., what is your business structure?

Not surprisingly, we learned that most of those who bring
in more than 50% of their income from photography do
so as freelancers. Only 12% said they are employed as a
staff photographer by an organization or company.

The Photographer's Outlook on 2014
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We also asked freelance and staff photographers: Which types of insurance do
you have? Participants were encouraged to check all that apply.

III

Less popular primary specialties included: Corporate/industrial (4%), events (4%),
family/seniors (3%), landscapes/cityscapes (3%), still life/product (3%), travel (3%),
wildlife/nature (3%), fashion (2%), food (2%), lifestyle (2%), music (2%), stock
(2%), and adventure (1%).

Secondary Specialties:
Top responses for secondary specialties included:

Professionals

IV

Primary and Secondary Specialties
We asked professionals to indicate their primary and secondary photography specialties. 96% of those who indicated a primary specialty also indicated having a
secondary specialty. As we saw among enthusiasts, portrait photography led the
pack of primary and secondary specialties that professional photographers pursue.
However, documentary and photojournalism ranked more highly among professionals. Here’s the breakdown of the top specialties:

25% of all professionals surveyed also told us that their primary clients are individual consumers (e.g. wedding clients or collectors).

Primary specialties:
Top responses for primary specialties included:

The Photographer's Outlook on 2014
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Making Money

III

Professionals

IV

We then asked: In 2014, do you expect to make more or less than you did in 2013?

If these professionals are bringing in more than 50% of the income from their
work, how are they doing it? As with last year, we discovered that photographers
are optimistic about making money in this new year and will make investments to
help their business grow.
To provide a benchmark of how much money photographers are bringing in, we
asked: In 2013, what was your income from your photography?

In our 2013 outlook survey, 73% of photographers indicated they planned to make
more money in 2013 than in 2012. We now see a 2% increase in expectations for
2014. This means that photographers are increasingly optimistic about their ability
to improve their business prospects and produce revenue.

Sources of Revenue
We asked professionals to list their sources of revenue from 2013. Responses
ranged from personal use downloads and commissioned video work to print sales
and licensing stock online. But which source of revenue took the cake as the largets
income source for professional photographers?
We asked: In 2013, what was your #1 source of revenue? Here’s the full picture:

Of the 29% of photographers who earned between $26,000 - $50,000 USD, 50%
spent up to 4 hours each week marketing their work and 97% also have a website
dedicated to their photography, thus hinting at a correlation between purposeful
marketing and income.

The Photographer's Outlook on 2014
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We then asked: In 2014, where do you expect to make most of your revenue from?

II
III

Shooting Video
To secure additional job opportunities, do photographers need to be skilled videographers too? When we asked buyers in our 2013 survey, What Buyers Want From Photographers, whether it’s important to hire a photographer who can also shoot video,
78% said No and 22% said Yes. However, we learned that 47% of buyers from advertising agencies, in particular, said it’s important to hire photographers with video skills.
With an existing need in the market for creatives with video skills, we asked professionals: In 2014, do expect to shoot more video?

Professionals

IV

Making Investments in 2014
93% of professionals plan to make investments to improve their photography in 2014,
which indicates that these photographers are dedicated to enhancing their technical
and business skills to establish their position as professionals in the industry.
We asked: Where will you invest money to improve your photography in 2014?
Participants were encouraged to check all that apply.

Of the 56% who said Yes, 62% also cited commissioned photography assignments
as their #1 source of revenue, and plan to raise the prices for their services this year.

The Photographer's Outlook on 2014
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Professionals

IV

Marketing
Targeted marketing is important to a photographer’s business success. For this reason,
we regularly publish tips to help photographers improve their online presence through
social media, email marketing, Search Engine Optimization and their website. After
all, if no one can find you online or know what services you provide, how can you
reach clients and make money? So the question is, how much time do professional
photographers dedicate to getting the word out about what they do? And, what areas
of marketing do they focus on?

We then asked: In 2013, how much time each week did you spend marketing
your photography?

So, we first asked: In 2013, about how much money did you spend promoting your
photography?

Of those who spent 5 - 7 hours each week marketing their work in 2013, we also
discovered that 100% leverage social media to get the word out. Furthermore, 62% of
this group said their use of social media had resulted in new work or revenue. Many
professionals also know the importance of marketing their work in general, which is
why 76% plan to market their business more in 2014 than in 2013.

Using Social Media
When we surveyed photo buyers in our 2013 annual survey, What Buyers Want From
Photographers, 35% told us they’ve discovered photographers using social media. And
of that pool, 56% said they discovered them on Facebook. With that in mind, we wanted to know which social networks professionals are using most to get the word out.

50% of professionals also noted that in 2014, they plan to increase their budget
for marketing.

We asked: Which social network do you primarily use to market your photography business? Top responses were:

The Photographer's Outlook on 2014
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We then asked: Has your use of social media resulted in new work or revenue?

II
III

We asked: In 2014, what will be the primary focus of your marketing? The top
responses were:

IV
Professionals

Other less popular sources for new clients included: Blogging, direct mail, email
newsletters, photo books, photo contests, via photo representatives or agents,
portfolio directory websites, print advertising and Search Engine Marketing
(SEM).

12% of professionals told us they don’t use social media at all to market their
photography. Here, we also saw a major difference between how professionals
and enthusiasts use social media with enthusiasts leading the charge on this
front. In fact, 48% of professionals use Facebook to market their photo business,
whereas 64% of enthusiasts use it to primarily promote their work.

Marketing Priorities in 2014
Since 75% of professionals plan to market their business more in 2014, we wanted to know which channels have helped produce revenue and client work, and
which channels they intend to focus on this year.
We asked: Which area has been the greatest source of new clients? The top responses were:

Entering Photo Contests
Are professionals entering photo contests to gain exposure for their work? 66%
told us that they didn’t enter any contests in 2013. However, with 34% taking
time to select, prep and submit their work to contests of one form or another, we
wanted to know which contests professionals think are worthwhile.
We asked: Which photo contests did you enter in 2013? Common responses were:
>>Communication Arts Photo
Competition
>>National Geographic Photo
Contest
>>National Press Photographers
Association Photo Contests
>>Photography Masters Cup

>>Rangefinder Gallery Contests
>>Red Bull Illume Image Quest
>>The Lucie Awards
>>The Open
>>Wildlife Photographer of the Year
>>World Press Photo Contest

>>Prix de la Photographie, Paris
(Px3)
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In general, we found that many professionals have entered contests hosted by longstanding photography associations including the National Press Photographers Association (NPPA), Professional Photographers of America (PPA), and the American
Photographic Artists (APA). 57% of professionals also told us they plan to enter more
contests in 2014.

We then asked: When meeting a client in person, how do you typically present
your work? Participants were encouraged to check all that apply.

Pitching Clients

Professionals

IV

Photo buyers are no strangers to photographers reaching out via email, direct mail, cold
calls, and in person. Said one art director from an advertising agency, “Photographers
make mistakes when they don’t clearly position themselves in their outreach. I need
to know what type of photographer they are and their style. If it looks like they are all
over the place, I can’t be confident that they can do my job well.” A well-positioned
pitch to a specific client or buyer takes research, so we wanted to know how much time
professionals are taking each week to craft their messages, and how they typically present their work when when they do meet a potential client in person.
We asked: How much time each week do you spend actively pitching potential clients?
Under “Other”, professionals cited using an iPhone, an HD projector with a large
TV screen, or a PDF document to showcase their work in person.
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Those making more than 50% of their income from photography know that a website
is essential to showcasing images, getting found online and attracting potential clients.
A website acts as the central hub of a photographer’s business, so it’s not a surprise
that 92% of professionals told us they have a site dedicated to displaying their photos
online. 74% also made some type of change or update to their website last year.

So we asked professionals: Do you feature your personal projects on your website?

To follow up, we asked: Do you plan to make changes to your photo website in
2014? Here’s the breakdown:

Professionals

IV

Websites

For those professionals who answered No, we also asked them to tell us where they
feature their personal projects. Common answers were Facebook, their blog, and in
printed books.

Tracking Your Website
Whether a photographer wants to know how people are finding their website or what
visitors are clicking on once they’re there, implementing a tool to track performance is
essential to understanding the behavior of a target audience.

96% of professionals who pursue a primary specialty also pursue a secondary specialties.
But does that mean they have different websites dedicated to each niche? 70% say No.

We asked professionals: Which of the following do you use to track and improve
your website traffic? Participants were encouraged to check all that apply.

Showcasing Personal Projects Online
In our guide, Creating a Successful Photography Portfolio, we interviewed top photo consultants who said that showcasing personal photo projects online can help give potential clients a better sense of a photographer’s personality and technical ability. In fact,
in our survey to buyers worldwide in 2013, 21% told us that a photographer’s personal
project weighs in “all the time” on their decision to hire. Another 67% also said that
personal projects do factor in on their decision to hire a photographer from time to
time, depending on their needs for the shoot.
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With a growing number of enthusiasts in the market and a greater challenge to stand out
online, we wanted to know what professionals perceive as their biggest business challenges this year. Above and beyond all others, finding new clients is their greatest obstacle.

First we asked: Do you plan to use a photo consultant in 2014?

We asked: What are the challenges you foresee in the coming year? Participants were
encouraged to check all that apply.

Professionals

IV

Business Tools and Planning

What’s the reason to consider hiring a photo consultant? With real competition in the
market, many professionals know that a well-tailored portfolio showcasing their business and brand can be the key element to stand out and get hired. It can also be tough
to subjectively edit one’s own work—which is where a consultant can be most helpful.
In addition to hiring a consultant to improve their photo business, we wanted to know
if photographers are spending money to hire a photo assistant to make their workflow
more efficient. 46% told us that in 2013 they hired a photo assistant part-time or on a
shoot-by-shoot basis.
We see that professionals’ top three challenges in 2014—finding new clients, getting
found online, and pricing—align with the top three areas of business they plan to brush
up on skill-wise this year—pricing, social media and websites.

We then asked: Do you plan to hire a photo assistant in 2014?

Hiring Consultants and Assistants
What services are professionals using to help them to increase their prospects and keep
existing clients happy? Will they be investing money to hire consultants, who may be
able to help them accomplish certain tasks or steer their business in the right direction?
After all, perfecting a craft and juggling the moving pieces to run a successful business
by yourself can be a real challenge. We asked a few questions to get a better sense of
the tools and plans professionals have this year to help them improve their business.
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Professional photographers are frequently on-the-go, whether on assignment, in meetings with clients, or at workshops and events. So how much are they relying on their
smartphones and tablets to get business done while they’re away from their desk?

We asked: In 2014, which photography business topic do you plan to brush up on?
We encouraged participants to choose all that apply.

We asked: Which of the following do you use to conduct business? (e.g. to show
your portfolio, upload photos, take payment, access your website, etc) We encouraged participants to choose all that apply.

Professionals

IV

Business Tools & Resources

Business Resources

With topics like social media and websites ranking among the top areas that professionals want to brush up on, it’s clear that photographers know that a strong online
presence is essential to growing a business. Pricing products and services is also an
obstacle for professionals, as many are challenged to build a fee structure that appeals
to their target market and produces a reasonable profit.

Many photographers get into photography initially to make images, not to run a business. So, the in’s and out’s of building a successful business are something they often
need to learn. We wanted to know if there is a particular topic that stands apart as more
cumbersome than others, or as obstacles to future success?
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Professionals

IV

Finding Business Tips
If professionals aim to improve their photo business in knowledge in 2014, we wanted
to know which sources they plan to turn to for information and news about the industry.
So we asked: “Which blogs do you read to keep up on industry news?” Some common responses were:

>>A Photo Editor

>>PDN

>>American Society of Media

>>Petapixel

Professionals (ASMP)

>>British Journal of Photography
>>creativeLIVE
>>dpreview

>>PhotoShelter
>>Photoshop Insider by Scott Kelby
>>Professional Photographers of
America (PPA)

>>Fstoppers

>>Strobist

>>Lens Blog

>>SLR Lounge

>>Nikon Rumors

>>Sportsshooter

We asked: “Which photographers do you follow for inspiration?” Here’s a look at
some common responses from the pros:

>>Ansel Adams

>>Peter Hurley

>>Zack Arias

>>Chase Jarvis

>>Sue Bryce

>>Scott Kelby

>>Jeremy Cowart

>>Chip Litherland

>>David duChemin

>>Steve McCurry

>>Jerry Ghionis

>>Joe McNally

>>Joel Grimes

>>Sebastião Salgado

>>Gregory Heisler

>>Art Wolfe

>>David Hobby
PhotoShelter member Joe McNally popped as the #1 photographer professionals follow
as a source for inspiration.

Professionals and enthusiasts alike share similarities here, as a number of photographers
from each group turn to sources like Strobist, dpreview, creativeLIVE, SLR Lounge,
PhotoShelter, and major photography associations like ASMP and PPA. However,
sources like Digital Photography School and Luminous Landscape that tend to cater to
beginners, were much more popular among enthusiasts.

Finding Inspiration
When it comes to mapping out their business, reaching new clients, or finding new ideas
for their photography, we wanted to know who professionals look up to in the industry.
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Part IV

Conclusion

The Photographer’s Outlook on 2014 reveals that photographers—professionals and enthusiasts alike—are optimistic about this year and will dedicate time to improve
their skills and market their work. Because both enthusiasts and professionals face challenges to find new clients
in 2014, they will focus most on increasing their presence
online and through word-of-mouth referrals to help improve their chances of getting hired. The good news is
that those who pursue photography full-time and those
who pursue photography on the side both expect to
make more money this year than last from their work.
In other words, photographers are determined to make
2014 their best year yet.
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